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Bacteriophage lambda infection of Escherichia coli can result in
distinct cell fate outcomes. For example, some cells lyse whereas
others survive as lysogens. A quantitative biophysical model of
lambda infection supports the hypothesis that spontaneous differences in the timing of individual molecular events during
lambda infection leads to variation in the selection of cell fates.
Building from this analysis, the lambda lysis–lysogeny decision
now serves as a paradigm for how intrinsic molecular noise can
influence cellular behavior, drive developmental processes, and
produce population heterogeneity. Here, we report experimental
evidence that warrants reconsidering this framework. By using cell
fractioning, plating, and single-cell fluorescent microscopy, we find
that physical differences among cells present before infection bias
lambda developmental outcomes. Specifically, variation in cell
volume at the time of infection can be used to help predict cell fate:
a !2-fold increase in cell volume results in a 4- to 5-fold decrease
in the probability of lysogeny. Other cell fate decisions now
thought to be stochastic might also be determined by pre-existing
variation.

O

ne of the best-studied natural biological systems for exploring cell fate commitment is bacteriophage lambda. Lambda-infected cells typically become lytic or lysogenic. Cells that
become lytic produce and release progeny phage into the
environment following lysis of the host cell. Alternatively, if
infected cells become lysogenic, the phage genome integrates
into the bacterial chromosome and the resulting prophage is
passively replicated within the surviving cell and its offspring
(1–3).
In studying the lambda lysis–lysogeny ‘‘decision,’’ a valuable
starting observation is that, across many conditions, genetically
identical cells grown in the same environment and each infected
with a single lambda particle select different cell fates: Some cells
lyse whereas other cells become lysogens (4–6). This variability
in cell fate is unlikely to be due to genetic variation within the
phage population or to an artifact of the experimental methods
used to grow infected cells or quantify developmental outcome
(Figs. S1 and S2) (4, 5). Given this observation, how do genetically identical cells infected with the same number of phage
particles give rise to distinct cell fates?
In considering this question, cell fate selection during lambda
infection has emerged as a paradigm for how biochemical
‘‘noise’’ might account for differences in developmental outcomes (7–10). In particular, Arkin and colleagues (7) used a
detailed stochastic chemical kinetics model of lambda infection
to analyze whether the lysis–lysogeny decision might be driven by
spontaneous differences in the timing of individual biochemical
reaction events. In the Arkin model, initially identical newly
infected cells are expected to spontaneously accumulate quantitative differences in the abundances of key regulatory molecules, which then propagate through the lysis–lysogeny ‘‘decision
circuitry’’ and result in distinct cell fates (Fig. 1A).
The Arkin model is important for at least 2 reasons. First, the
model revitalized the study of how lambda-infected cells produce
distinct cell fates, recognizing that the existing detailed descripwww.pnas.org"cgi"doi"10.1073"pnas.0808831105

Fig. 1. Alternative models for cell fate selection in a population of genetically identical cells. (A) Variation during infection (for example, spontaneous
chemical kinetic noise) leads to qualitative differences in cell fate. (B) Variation in the physical state of individual cells before infection predetermines
cell fate.

tions of the individual molecular components of phage lambda
are not sufficient to explain such system-level behavior. Second,
Arkin and colleagues (7) mapped the process of cell fate
selection onto an explicit model of intracellular physics, which
forces a recognition of the fact that many systems in biology are
composed of components whose cellular abundances are far
below levels for which continuous approximations of chemical
kinetics are valid (11) and for which precision of behavior cannot
be expected to emerge via the bulk averaging of many individual
reaction events (12).
The Arkin model also makes a strong claim—that cell fate
differences in lambda-infected Escherichia coli are due to spontaneous biochemical noise during infection (Fig. 1 A). However,
to our knowledge, no experiments have been carried out to test
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this hypothesis. Thus, we considered and tested an alternative
model for lambda infection in which cell–cell variability that
exists before infection determines individual cell fates (Fig. 1B)
(5, 13). In this alternative model, lambda does not use intrinsic
variation (14) to produce multiple cell fates; rather, the phageinfected cell responds to extrinsic cell–cell variation that is
present before the start of infection.
To identify candidate predictors of cell fate we considered past
work showing that the frequency of lysogeny increases with the
average number of infecting phage per cell (5, 15). To explain
this observation, Kourilsky proposed that lysogeny requires the
concentrations of one or more phage-encoded factors to exceed
a critical threshold (16, 17). The number of pro-lysogeny factors
produced in an infected cell may be greater when the levels of
their corresponding genes are high, either because many phage
are simultaneously infecting the same cell (15) or because the
infected cell is small (this work). For cells infected with the same
number of phage we might therefore predict that, at least early
during infection, smaller cells will have an increased concentration of pro-lysogeny gene products and may tend to become
lysogens; larger cells will have a lower concentration of prolysogeny gene products and might favor lytic growth.
Results
We designed experiments to test the hypothesis that variation in
cell volume present before infection controls the fate of infected
cells. To control the number of infecting phage per cell (a
quantity known as the ‘‘multiplicity of infection,’’ or MOI) in our
experiments, we infected cells at a low average phage-to-cell
ratio to ensure that virtually all infected cells were infected at an
MOI " 1 (18). Practically, wild-type cells grown to early
exponential phase and infected with a single phage typically
follow the lytic pathway exclusively (15, 19). To raise the
frequency of lysogeny to measurable levels, we starved the cells
by growing them to stationary phase, a growth phase reported to
give balanced fractions of both lytic events and lysogens (5, 6,
15). To produce cell fractions with different mean cell volumes
(MCVs) from a naturally asynchronous population of stationary
phase cells, we first adapted and optimized methods of counterflow centrifugal elutriation (SI Text, Fig. S3, and Tables S1
and S2). We collected cell fractions with MCVs between 0.82
and 1.33 !m3, giving a MCV ratio of !1.6 between the largest
and smallest fractions (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4).
We infected each cell fraction and quantified cell fate outcomes by using macroscopic plating assays. Across the !1.6-fold
range of MCV fractions, we observed a !3-fold difference in the
percentage lysogeny (Fig. 3). For example, 66.8 # 2.4% SEM
(n " 3; MCV # SEM " 0.83 # 0.01 !m3) of the cells from the
smallest MCV fractions underwent lysogeny, whereas only
21.6 # 2.4% (n " 3; MCV " 1.30 # 0.02 !m3) of the cells from
the largest MCV fractions formed lysogens. For comparison,
44.2 # 4.0% (n " 3; MCV " 1.07 # 0.01 !m3) of the cells taken
directly from the starting asynchronous cell populations formed
lysogens. The correlation coefficient between fraction MCV and
frequency of lysogeny is high (n " 21, r2 " 0.95, P $ 0.001), with
smaller cells being !3-fold (P " 0.002) more likely to form
lysogens following infection (Fig. S5). We also independently
observed corresponding differences in the fraction of lytic cells,
with smaller cells being !3-fold less likely than larger cells to lyse
(P " 0.002; Fig. S5). Across all fractions, the sum of our 2
independent measurements of lytic cells and lysogens was consistent with a third independent measure of the total number of
infected cells (Fig. 3, orange data points); we used this internal
control as a first-order test to check that all lysogens and lytic
events were detected. Additional control experiments indicated
that our results are unlikely due to artifacts of the elutriation
procedure or to differences in cell viability, kanamycin sensitiv20706 ! www.pnas.org"cgi"doi"10.1073"pnas.0808831105

Fig. 2. Genetically identical cells can be separated into many fractions.
Asynchronous cultures of stationary phase E. coli MG1655 were sorted by
using counterflow centrifugal elutriation (see Experimental Procedures).
(A–C) The distribution of cell volumes obtained by microscopy (n % 500) and
electronic (n % 10,000) measurements are shown for representative small (A)
and large (B) fractions, as well as for the starting asynchronous population (C).
(See Fig. S4 for additional fractions.) CoV, coefficient of variation. (D–F)
Representative phase contrast pictures are shown to the right of the corresponding volume distributions. (Scale bars: 5 !m.)

ity, spontaneous resistance to kanamycin, or cell division before
plating (SI Text and Fig. S6).
No cell fraction obtained by using the elutriation and plating
method produced 100% lysogens or 100% lytic events (Fig. 3).
However, each elutriated fraction was comprised of cells spanning a range of volumes (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4). Thus, we were
unsure if the occurrence of both lysis and lysogeny in each
fraction might be due to stochastic processes intrinsic to infection
within individual cells or to remaining preexisting extrinsic
differences in cell volume (or another variable) that were beyond
the segregation capabilities of our elutriation method. Given the
observed sensitivity to preexisting differences in cell volume, we
were particularly curious whether volume at the time of infection
might entirely account for the eventual fate of infected cells. To
quickly consider this possibility we used a single parameter
abstract ‘‘all-or-none’’ model to posit that any cells smaller than
a ‘‘critical volume’’ might produce a lysogen, whereas any larger
cell would undergo lysis. Our analysis (Fig. S7) suggested that the
cell fraction data are not obviously inconsistent with an all-ornone deterministic model for lambda infection (Fig. 1B) in which
cells smaller than a putative critical volume (!1 !m3) will
become lysogens.
We next developed single-cell fluorescent microscopy methods to directly examine whether differences in cell volume (or
correlated variables) predetermine an all-or-none cell fate process and to confirm that our observed predetermination of cell
St-Pierre and Endy

fate outcomes was not specific to a particular culture condition,
genetic background, or experimental approach. To this end, we
developed a lambda strain that combines a constitutive GFP
reporter cassette integrated into the b region of the lambda
genome, a region that is not known to encode functions associated with the cell fate selection process (20). We also wanted
to prevent progeny phage released from cells that lysed early
from reinfecting neighboring infected cells, thereby possibly
disrupting their cell fate selection process by increasing the MOI.
We therefore introduced an amber mutation in gene A (Aam19),
which encodes an essential phage DNA packaging enzyme not
involved in the cell fate selection process (SI Text) (21). Bacterial

Table 1. Cell fate selection statistics determined by using time-lapse microscopy
Cell fates
Daughters of infected cell

Percentage of total (counts)
Wild-type E. coli grown to
stationary phase

hflK& E. coli mutant grown to
exponential phase

S1, S2
S4, S5
S3, S6, S7
S1

55.6 (175)
0.3 (1)
5.1 (16)
39.0 (123)

85.1 (382)
1.3 (6)
1.6 (7)
12.0 (54)

Total

100 (315)

100 (449)

Infected cell

Daughter A

Daughter B

Classification

Example movies

Lyses
Divides
Divides
Divides

n/a
Lyses
Lyses
Divides

n/a
Lyses
Divides
Divides

Lytic event
Lytic event
Mixed fate
Lysogeny

Bacterial cultures were infected at low API (phage-to-cell, !1:30) with " Aam19 b::GFP cI857. The developmental outcome of infected (GFP-expressing) cells
and, if applicable, their daughter cells, was monitored by time-lapse microscopy. The classification column outlines our mapping of developmental outcomes
(lysis or division) of infected cells to overall cell fate outcomes. Cell fate statistics were collected for 2 conditions with different cell strains, growth media and
growth phase at time of harvest. Example movies for the different combinations of cell fate outcomes are provided (Movies S1–S7). In some cases, the fate of
an infected cell or one or both of its daughters could not be determined either because (i) the cell moved out of the field of view or became obscured by
neighboring cells or (ii) the cell did not divide or lyse before the end of the time-lapse movie. Such ambiguous cases were not included in this table or in any
analyses.
St-Pierre and Endy
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Fig. 3. Variation in developmental outcome is a function of physical variation that exists before infection. Independent measurements of the fraction
of lytic events and lysogeny as a function of the mean cell volume for different
cell fractions. Developmental outcome is expressed as a percentage of an
independent measure of the total number of infected cells for each fraction.
Circles, triangles, and squares depict fractions collected from 3 independent
experiments. The 3 starting asynchronous (unfractionated) cultures are also
shown († near data points). Error bars indicate the Poisson standard error of
the mean from plating. Dashed lines indicate linear regression lines for
percentage lysis and lysogeny and the sum of lytic events and lysogens.

strains that do not suppress the amber mutation, such as those
used in our experiments, can only release empty (uninfectious)
lambda particles. Note that infected cells can still lyse because
the phage-encoded holin-endolysin system for host cell lysis
(genes R and S) remains intact.
The resulting phage (" Aam19 b::GFP cI857) produces bright
fluorescence upon infection, allowing easy detection of infected
cells. In a typical experiment we infected cells at low multiplicity
(average phage-to-cell ratio of !0.03), recorded time-lapse
movies via automated fluorescence and brightfield microscopy,
and determined the starting cell size of infected cells by direct
manual measurement of brightfield images. We established cell
fates as described in Table 1. Briefly, we scored an infection as
a lytic event when a GFP-expressing cell or both of its daughters
lysed. We did not observe any instance of lysis in cells that did
not previously express GFP. An infected cell was presumed to be
a lysogen when it survived the infection, producing 2 daughters
that also divided. Stable lysogeny requires integration of lambda
DNA into the host chromosome (19). Although our fluorescent
reporter system did not allow us to directly determine whether
integration took place, the overall cell fate selection statistics
from our microscopy experiments were equivalent to those
obtained by using our elutriation and plating method (see next
paragraph). Finally, in a minority of cases, we observed an
infected cell giving rise to 2 daughters: one that lysed and one
that survived and divided. Such events were scored as ‘‘mixed
fate.’’
We performed single cell experiments under 2 sets of conditions: (i) by using the same bacterial strain and culture conditions
as were used in the elutriation and plating experiments [wildtype E. coli grown to stationary phase in tryptone broth (TB)]
and (ii) by using a high frequency of lysogeny mutant (hflK&)
grown in a defined M9-based medium and infected during
exponential phase growth. Under the stationary phase culture
conditions, the percentage lysogeny from our microscopy experiments (41.1%) closely matched that obtained by using our
elutriation and plating method (44.2 # 4.0% SEM). The majority
of infected cells that divided produced lysogens (123 of 140). A
minority of infected, dividing cells (16 of 140) produced mixed
fate events.
Under the exponential culture conditions, most infected cells
lysed (382 of 449), with the majority of the remaining cells
producing lysogens (54 of 67). Fig. 4 Upper presents a time-lapse
of 2 infected cells: One cell produces a lytic response whereas the
other cell survives the infection as a presumed lysogen. We again
observed a small number of infected, dividing cells whose

Fig. 4. Cell fate selection in individual cells. Images from time-lapse movies of exponentially growing JW4132 (hflK&) cells infected at a phage-to-cell ratio of
!1:30 with a lambda strain carrying a fluorescent reporter expression cassette. Numbers indicate the number of minutes at which the images were taken after
the start of each movie. (Upper) Two neighboring cells are infected, each presumably at a multiplicity of one, and both cells turn green over time. The upper-right
infected cell is larger and near the end of its cell division cycle, as indicated by the presence of a membrane invagination (developing septum) at mid-cell. This
cell lyses between 132 and 177 min. The lower-left infected cell, which is presumably the product of a recent cell division event and is relatively small, continues
to progress through a typical cell division cycle. The infected cell was presumably lysogenized by lambda as it survives the infection, producing viable progeny
which also divide between 461 and 520 min. (Lower) An infected cell produces daughter cells with apparently distinct fates: the rightmost daughter lyses between
527 and 559 min, whereas the leftmost daughter divides !372 min, producing progeny which themselves divide !714 min.

offspring obtained distinct cell fates (7 of 449; and see Fig. 4
Lower). In both stationary and exponential phase cultures, a few
infected cells divided, producing daughters that both lysed.
Complete cell fate selection statistics and representative timelapse fluorescent microscopy movies for all qualitatively distinct
combinations of cell fate outcomes are provided (Table 1 and
Movies S1–S7).
We estimated the initial size of each infected cell by measuring
cell length immediately after infection (SI Text). We combined
the cell size and cell fate data to determine to what extent the
size of individual cells predetermines cell fates. Consistent with
our elutriation-based results, we observed that in individual
stationary phase cells the probability of lysogeny is greatest in the
smallest cells (P " 0.61) and decreases with increasing cell size
(P " 0.12) (Fig. 5A). Similarly, in individual exponential phase
cells the probability of lysogeny is greatest in the smallest cells
(P " 0.25) and decreases with increasing size (P " 0.06) (Fig.
5B). In both cases, although volume was strongly correlated with
cell fate, we did not find a critical volume below which all cells
became lysogens and above which all cells underwent lysis (Fig.
5 and Fig. S8).
Discussion
Our results show that the fate of individual lambda-infected cells
is strongly correlated with preexisting variation in host volume.
For example, a !2-fold increase in the size of stationary phase
cells led to a !5-fold decrease (61% to 12.2%) in frequency of
lysogeny (Fig. 5A). We initially observed that lambda was
sensitive to host volume by using elutriation as a method for
segregating larger and smaller cells, and macroscopic plate tests
(plaques and colonies) for determining cell fate (Fig. 3). Our
initial finding was confirmed at the single-cell level by using
time-lapse fluorescent microscopy. We observed that the frequency of lysogeny decreased with increased cell size in 2
conditions, which differed from one another with respect to
strain genotypes, culture medium, and growth phase (Fig. 5). We
also found no correlation between cell volume and the activity
of a representative endogenous stationary phase promoter, as
expected if the sensitivity to cell volume is not specific to
stationary phase (Fig. S9). Sensitivity to preexisting variation in
host volume may thus be a general feature of the lysis–lysogeny
regulatory network of phage lambda.
Our findings challenge the view that differences in lambda cell
fate outcomes are solely driven by intrinsic noise during infection. The lambda regulatory network is not only composed of
phage-encoded components; rather, it operates within a bacte20708 ! www.pnas.org"cgi"doi"10.1073"pnas.0808831105

rial environment that can also exhibit variation. Future biophysical models of lambda cell fate selection might do well to
represent such variation.
The correlation between the size and fate of lambda-infected
cells is particularly strong considering the limitations of the

Fig. 5. Extrinsic variation helps determine developmental outcome of single
infected cells. Probability of lysogeny as a function of the volume of individual
MG1655 (hflK') grown to stationary phase (A) or JW4132 (hflK&) grown to
exponential phase (B). The numbers in parentheses represent the number of
lysogens over the total number of infected cells within each volume bin
(excluding “mixed fate” cells). The dashed lines correspond to the average
percentage lysogeny in each condition.
St-Pierre and Endy
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of competence (30–32) or stem cell commitment and differentiation (33)—are thought to be (partly) stochastic. However, it is
unclear whether stochastic variation during development actually
has an impact on the outcome of many cell fate decisions. For
comparison, the patterns of programmed death and terminal
differentiation during embryonic development of Caenorhabditis
elegans are nearly invariant from one individual to the next (34).
Understanding how and the extent to which natural biological
systems tolerate, buffer, or correct for spontaneous molecular
variation during development to produce deterministic behavior
deserves more attention (10, 35–39).
Experimental Procedures
A more detailed version of the procedures is provided in SI Text.
Preparation of Stationary and Exponential Phase Cells. To prepare stationary
phase cells, we grew E. coli MG1655 to near saturation in TB at 37 °C (Fig. S2a).
To prepare exponentially growing cells, we grew the hflK& strain JW4132 in
M9GlyM (M9 supplemented with 0.4% glycerol, 0.2% maltose, 2 mM MgSO4,
and 0.1 mM CaCl2) ' 1 mM IPTG (to induce GFP expression) to early exponential phase (OD600 ! 0.07).
Segregation of Cells by Using Counterflow Centrifugal Elutriation. We sizefractionated cells according to differences in terminal sedimentation velocity by
using 2 JE5.0 counterflow centrifugal elutriation systems, each equipped with a
single, 40-mL chamber (Beckman Coulter). One elutriation system was used to
obtain the fraction of smallest cells; we collected all other fractions by using the
second system. In both cases we followed custom protocols (SI Text) and performed the fractionation at 4 °C to prevent further cell growth.
Electronic and Microscopy Measurements of Cell Size from Elutriated Fractions.
We measured the volumes of individual cells in each fraction microscopically
and electronically. For microscopy measurements, we manually measured the
long axis of %500 cells per fraction under 60( dark medium (DM) phase
contrast optics and 1.5( intermediate magnification or by using 100( DM
phase contrast optics (Nikon; Hamamatsu). Measurements of lengths were
converted into estimates of cell volume by using methods described in SI Text.
To obtain electronic volume measurements, we first stained cells with 2 !M of
the nucleic acid dye Syto-9 (Invitrogen). We streamed cells into a 25-!m flow
chamber in a NPE Cell Quanta Hg/488 system (NPE Systems), triggering on
fluorescence (excitation: 488 nm laser; emission: 525/30 nm) and recording
electronic volume signals according to the Coulter Counter principle (40, 41).
We calibrated our electronic volume measurements by spiking cell suspensions with 1.51-!m fluorescent polystyrene beads (Bangs Labs). Electronic
volume and fluorescence were recorded for %10,000 cells and 5,000 beads per
fraction. Volumes obtained electronically or by microscopy were usually similar (Fig. 2 and Figs. S4 and S10); for simplicity, we therefore only reported
volumes determined by phase contrast microscopy (unless noted otherwise).
Quantification of Developmental Outcomes by Using Macroscopic Plate Tests.
We typically added phage (" cI857 bor::kanR) at an average phage-to-cell ratio
of 0.005. After adsorption, we removed unadsorbed phages by centrifugation
and incubated cells at 30 °C for 45 min in liquid medium. We selected for
lysogens by spreading cells on agar supplemented with 20 !g/ml kanamycin
sulfate. We incubated agar plates at 30 °C and scored lysogens by counting the
number of colony-forming units. We measured lytic events by plating on TB
agar, incubating at 30 °C and counting plaque-forming units (PFU). We also
measured the total number of infected cells by preparing plates as if to count
lytic events, with the exception that the plates were incubated at 42 °C, a
nonpermissive temperature for allele cI857; we scored infected cells as PFU.
Construction of ! Aam19 b::GFP cI857. We constructed " Aam19 b::GFP cI857 by
first recombineering a GFP cassette into wild-type lambda by using published
methods (42). The GFP cassette contains GFP variant GFPmut3b (43) as well as a
kanamycin marker to select recombinants. The 2,662-nt cassette was inserted into
the b region of lambda (20), replacing sequence between lambda coordinates
20430–22278, producing a phage only slightly longer (813 nt or 1.7%) than
wild-type ". We confirmed the presence of the cassette by fluorescence microscopy and by sequencing. We next engineered the Aam19 (C3 T at lambda
coordinate 1917, ref. 45) and cI857 (C3 T at lambda coordinate 37742; ref. 2)
mutations onto " b::GFP by using published methods of recombineering using
single-stranded oligonucleotides (42, 44). We identified recombinants by plaque
morphology and confirmed the presence of the mutations by sequencing.
PNAS ! December 30, 2008 ! vol. 105 ! no. 52 ! 20709
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methods we used to observe and analyze the lysis–lysogeny
decision. For instance, the size measurements of individual cells
(Fig. 5) were made manually, considered individual cell lengths
only, and represented the size of cells at the start of imaging
rather than at some critical time window during infection when
the lysis–lysogeny decision is being determined.
However, although host size before infection is a strong predictor
of cell fate, it appears that the lambda cell fate selection process may
still be sensitive, in part, to other types of variation, including
intrinsic variation during infection. For example, Fig. 5 shows that
there is no critical volume above or below which all infected cells
produce an identical developmental response. In addition, a small
number of infected cells (1.6–5.1%) divide and give rise to 2
daughters who obtain distinct cell fates: one that undergoes lysis and
another that continues to grow and divide. If cell volume immediately before infection completely determined cell fate, we would
expect the developmental response of daughter cells to be identical.
Thus, mixed fate outcomes might represent an ideal case of intrinsic
noise in gene expression or in partitioning of molecules (protein,
DNA, and mRNA) between daughter cells during cell division.
Alternatively, mixed fate outcomes may still represent a deterministic process; for instance, the ‘‘age’’ of the poles (and other
variables) of the 2 daughter cells might differ and affect cell fate
selection following division of the originally infected cell (22). It will
be exciting to explore further whether the lysis–lysogeny decision is
absolutely determined by cell–cell variation present before infection (Fig. 1B) or whether lambda might ‘‘play dice’’ to some degree
or on rare occasions (Fig. 1A).
More generally, the sensitivity of lambda infection to preexisting
physical variation highlights an opportunity to study how evolution
shapes or delimits the molecular mechanisms underlying the behavior of biological systems. One possibility is that cell–cell variation in volume reflects physiological differences that lambda must
sample to make optimal developmental decisions at the single cell
level. For example, the lytic response may be preferred in infected
cells capable of producing a large burst of progeny phage. Because
larger cells presumably contain more material (amino acids, nucleotides, etc.) than smaller cells, such cells may produce greater
bursts of phage particles. Alternatively, the response to preexisting
variation in host size may be an artifact of circuitry selected to be
responsive to other, more dominant factors. For example, lambda’s
regulatory network may be tuned to respond to the MOI by
measuring the concentration (rather than the absolute number per
se) of phage infecting a given cell. If true, lambda would not be able
to distinguish between variations in phage concentration due to
differences in MOI or in host volume.
There are many known molecular mechanisms that could point
toward a model for explaining how preexisting variation in cell
volume biases infected cells toward lysis or lysogeny. As discussed
earlier, smaller and larger cells, infected with the same number of
phage, might produce different concentrations of phage-encoded
pro-lysogeny gene products early during infection. Examples of such
pro-lysogeny genes are cII and cIII, whose products are thought to
be critical regulators of the lysis–lysogeny decision (1, 3, 23).
Alternatively, small and large cells may be in different physiological
states, perhaps because of their presumably distinct positions within
the cell cycle. As a result, variation in volume may correlate with
differences in the amount, localization or activity of host-encoded
regulators of lambda development such as HflB/FtsH or RNase III
(1, 3, 23–26).
Regardless of the molecular mechanism through which the
lambda cell fate selection process responds to extrinsic variation, in
considering stochastic cellular behavior more generally it is interesting to note the extent to which developmental decisions are
deterministic. Several hundred reports have discussed the importance of stochastic variation in gene expression and other cellular
processes (e.g., refs. 27–29). A few cell fate decision processes—for
example, the transient differentiation of Bacillus subtilis into a state

Single-Cell Time-Lapse Microscopy. Both stationary and exponential phase cells
were infected with " Aam19 b::GFP cI857 at a phage-to-cell ratio of !1:30. After
adsorption at 4 °C, we removed unadsorbed phage by centrifugation and spread
cells on TB (stationary phase cells) or M9GlyM (exponential phase cells) agarose
(2%) pads supplemented with 1 mM IPTG to allow expression of the GFP cassette.
We incubated the cells in a microscope heating chamber set to 30 °C, taking phase
contrast and GFP fluorescence images (75 ms) every !15 min at 60–100( magnification. We identified infected cells by using GFP fluorescence produced by our
specialized lambda strain. We manually measured the lengths of individual
infected cells by using the first frame of our timelapse movies. We converted
length measurements into volume measurements (SI Text).
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